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This paper mainly discuss the Qian Xingcun’s "Revolutionary Literature" 
criticism based on the historical materials of "Revolutionary Literature" Debates. The 
construction of literary criticism system is the main line of this paper. This paper 
explains literary thoughts of Qian Xingcun from five aspects: historical 
circumstances、 theoretic character、systemic construction、 theoretic origin and 
theoretic introspection. Based on this, the paper underlines his unique aesthetic 
identities when he actively involved in political tendencies and the critical style of 
"Vigorous Literature". Then, the paper explores his literary criticism’s influence on 
the modernization of Chinese literature. 
Chapter one analyzes the cultural backgrounds of Qian Xingcun’s literary 
criticism theory. The first Communists advocated "Revolutionary Literature" around a 
little magazine called The China Youth in 1923. when it intoed the outbreak period in 
the 1928,there's an intense argument about the construction of the "Revolutionary 
Literature". The argument involved three distinguishable threads.They are, 
respectively, the Sun Club which emphasized the zeitgeist、the Creation Club which 
underlined the class consciousness、LuXun and MaoDun which united political 
expression with literature aesthetic! Their relationship was somewhat complicated,it is 
convoluted like hemp vines. In particular, the Sun Club and the Creation Club 
accepted the theory of the Nouveau Realisme, they all joined in a very spirited 
critique upon LuXun and MaoDun. More importantly, their co-operation turned Qian 
Xingcun’s literary criticism theory. Anyway, the debates created tension to Qian 
Xingcun’s literary criticism and opportunities to rethink profoundly. 
Chapter two researches on the core contents of Qian Xingcun’s literary criticism 
theory. On the base of debates with LuXun and MaoDun, the paper united his literary 
criticism’s several major keywords. From utilitarian academic standpoint,Qian 
Xingcun thought that mental existence was more importont than artistic form. In order 
to achieved the Organization function of literature, Qian Xingcun required the 















Furthermore, he asked the writer to believe in the world outlook of Materialistic 
dialectics and to write the revolutionary literature. Then again, whether the creator in 
the choice of subjects, they were dominated by the performance of class struggle. 
During this process, the writer not only to the proletariat as a central figure creation, 
show the spirit of revolt, the realization of political consciousness propaganda 
function of literature, but also seek out of art forms in the "slogan" problem. 
Chapter three focuses on the construction of "Vigorous Literature". Qian 
Xingcun mastered the several core arguments of the "Revolutionary Literature" 
criticism, and puted forward the "Vigorous Literature" as its main style. "Vigorous 
Literature" not only covers the "Revolutionary Literature"’s ideological、content class 
and also contains a new aesthetic form. Although t Qian Xingcun attempts to parallel 
political literature and aesthetic, but this theory could not get practical success. To 
perfect the criticism system, Qian Xingcun specified the critical attitude and critical 
methods. He established an air ot authority, but he also pursuited the literature 
aesthetic in the choice of literary form. In a word, the potential tension between 
politics and literature constitute the hidden space in the Qian Xingcun’s literary 
criticism system. 
Chapter four discusses the theoretic origin from genetic perspective. In the 
criticism of the whole inquiry based on the literature development, placing it in the 
modern literature, further investigate his attitude to criticism of " May 4th literature" 
and his literary criticism theory of "left-wing literature". Standing in the development 
history of literary criticism, Qian Xingcun’s revolutionary utilitarianism criticism has 
its rationality of existence, but because of too much emphasis on the expression of 
political literature, he neglects the aesthetic criticism. How to effectively explain the 
relationship between literature and politics, is an unavoidable issue, which concerns 
the study of Chinese contemporary literature and Qian Xingcun’s literary criticism. 
In the conclusion part, mainly from three categoriesthe discusses the significance 
and the value of Qian Xingcun’s Qian "Revolutionary Literature" criticism: the 
thinking on literary/political connections、the "development" of consciousness during 
his construction of literary criticism and face the reality of practice. 
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